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In a laboratoryexperimentusing a between-subjectsdesign, the authors examine the effects
on nutritionand product evaluations of nutritionclaims made (e.g., "99%fat free; " "low in
calories") on a productpackage, productnutritionvalue levels, and enduringmotivationto
process nutritioninformation.Enduringmotivationis shown to moderate the effects of
product nutritionvalue on consumerevaluations.Also, nutritionclaims interact with
product nutritionvalue in affecting consumerperceptions of manufacturercredibility.Given
the availability of nutrientlevels in the NutritionFacts panel on the back of the mock
package, nutritionclaims on thefront of the package generally did not affect positively
consumers' overall product and purchase intentionevaluations. The authors discuss some
implicationsof thesefindings, suggestionsfor further research, and study limitations.I

Regulations

stemmingfrom the NutritionLabeling

and EducationAct (NLEA) of 1990 have resulted in
majorchanges in nutritioninformationon food packages. Specifically, recent Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)/U.S. Departmentof Agriculture(USDA) regulations
resultingfrom the NLEA have producedstandardizedNutrition Facts panels, as well as specific stipulationsregarding
use of nutrientcontent claims on packages (Food and Drug
Administration 1993). Given these importantchanges, we
examine effects of nutritionclaims on the frontof packages,
nutritionvalue informationpresentedin the NutritionFacts
panel, and consumers' motivationto process nutritioninformation on consumers' product-relatedjudgments in a
between-subjectsexperiment.
Although some exceptions exist, Nutrition Facts panels
have been included on most food products since August,
1994, and are requiredto be of uniformdesign, typographic
style, color scheme, and standardplacementof information.
The NutritionFacts panel lists serving size and servings per
container, plus total calories and calories from fat. Also
IThe generalizabilityof the findings from this laboratorystudy may be
restrictedbecause the mock package used as the stimulus was examined
outside of an actual in-store purchaseenvironment.Because consumers in
store settings may spend less time and care examining NutritionFacts panels and are subject to a variety of other influences (Cole and Balasubramanian 1992), findings from this study may not generalize to such settings.
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listed are amounts per serving and the percentage of daily
values (DV) of total fat, saturatedfat, cholesterol, sodium,
total carbohydrates,dietary fiber, Vitamins A and C, calcium, and iron,based on a 2000-calorie daily diet (Food and
Drug Administration1993).
Food labeling regulations also indicate which specific
nutrientclaims can be made on packages and under what
specific conditions these claims can be made. For example,
the term "low in fat" requires that the product have three
grams of fat or less (per 100 grams of food content for a
meal/maindish) and 30% or fewer calories from fat. Other
claims, such as "99% fat free" and "low in calories" (i.e.,
120 calories or fewer per 100 grams of food content for a
meal/maindish), also are regulatedaccordingto actualfood
content (Food and Drug Administration1993, 2415-19).

Research Objectives
Various partiesinterestedin nutrition,such as federal agencies, citizen groups, and marketers,have sought to evaluate
the effects of the NLEA-basedfood labeling regulations(cf.
Levy 1995; Moorman 1996). Some researchers,food marketers,and policymakersare positive aboutthe effects of the
NLEA; others,however,are more skeptical(e.g., see discussion among Pappalardo1996; Petruccelli 1996; Silverglade
1996). Some have challenged claims that the goals of the
NLEA have been accomplishedand questioned whetherthe
benefits have exceeded the $2 billion it cost the food industry to implementlabeling changes (e.g., Petruccelli 1996).
A primaryobjective of the NLEA was to create an information environmenton packages to reduce consumer confusion (Pappalardo1996; Petruccelli 1996) and "assist consumers in maintaininghealthy dietary practices"(Nutrition
Labeling and Education Act 1990). The present study
addresses effects associated with nutrition claims on the
frontof packagesand the nutrientdata in the NutritionFacts
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panels, both of which are key package changes resulting
from the recent FDA/USDA food regulations.
In this context, we address three primaryquestions. The
first regards nutrition claims currently allowed on food
packaging(e.g., "99%fat free," "low in calories").Specifically, we test threenutritionclaims across differentlevels of
product nutritionand include a control condition in which
no claim is made. We examine how these nutritionclaims
affect conclusions consumersdraw about the productwhen
the claims are consistent with the product'snutritionallevel
shown in the NutritionFacts panel and when they are not.
Our second question regardsthe consumer's level of motivation to acquireand/orprocess nutritioninformation.Does
such motivationmoderatethe effects of nutritionvalue level
and/orpackageclaims on nutritionand productevaluations?
Our third question is whetherconsumers overlook nutrient
informationin the NutritionFacts panel, which has important long-termhealth ramifications(e.g., informationabout
sodium and cholesterol) because consumers focus more
selectively on informationon fat and saturatedfat (Food
MarketingInstitute1995, 1996; Ono 1995).
Here,we offer a partialreplicationof the recentresearchof
Ford and colleagues (1996) that examines the relationship
between claims and nutritionvalue informationacross levels
of informationambiguity.Our researchseeks to extend their
workby examining(1) the role of motivationto processnutrition informationas a postulatedmoderatorbasedon both persuasion theory (Friestad and Wright 1994; Petty and
Cacioppo 1986) and prior nutrition research (Moorman
1990), (2) the relativeeffects on primaryhouseholdshoppers
of severalcommonlyused nutrientcontentclaims (not examined previously)that are currentlypermittedby FDA/USDA
regulationsand the NutritionFacts panels now requiredon
most food products,and (3) consumerevaluationsfor products of which some nutrientsthat have been linked to heart
disease arefavorable(low fat andsaturatedfat),andothersare
unfavorable(high sodium and cholesterol).Thus, this study
examineseffects on consumers'nutritionandgeneralproduct
evaluations of package informationbased on FDA/USDA
regulatorychanges attemptingto provide clear information
that would assist consumersin theirdietarydecisions.

Conceptual Rationale and Hypotheses
Nutrition Claims and Nutrition Value Levels
Our study examines three promotional nutrition claims:
"99% fat free," "low in fat," and "low in calories." These
claims are among those allowed by the FDA and emphasize
nutrition-relatedconcerns perceived as importantto consumers (Burton and Biswas 1993; Heimbach and Stokes
1982). Given this high level of perceivedimportanceto consumers, it is not surprisingthat such nutritionclaims have
been used by food manufacturerson packaging and other
promotionmaterialin attemptsto influence positively consumer productperceptionsand attitudes.
Conversely, one of the primarypurposesof the NLEA is
to make specific nutrition informationon nutritionlabels
available in a clear and unambiguousformatthatwould promote healthydietarypractices(Pappalardo1996; Petruccelli
1996). The FDA conductedextensive research(Levy, Fein,
and Schucker 1991, 1996), reviewed industryand academic
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research,and used the compilationof these findings as input
to its design of the final label formatto help ensure its usefulness to consumer decision making (Food and Drug
Administration1993).
When presentedwith package stimuli that include both a
promotionalnutritionclaim made by the manufacturerand
the standardizedNutritionFacts panel, consumers may use
an informationaccessibility/diagnosticityframework.This
enables consumers to determine the perceived relative
importance of package stimuli and information retrieved
from memory in makingjudgments or decisions about the
product (Alba, Hutchinson,and Lynch 1991; Feldman and
Lynch 1988). Accessibility is the ease with which a piece of
informationis retrievedfrom memoryor obtainedfrom the
immediateenvironment.Diagnosticityis the perceived usefulness of the informationin reaching a judgment or decision objective. With prominentpositionson the packageand
size requirementspecifications,both a promotionalnutrition
claim and the Nutrition Facts panel are highly accessible.
Althoughclaims may be slightly more accessible given their
visibility on the front of a package, when such claims are
made, they must specify the location of the NutritionFacts
panel (e.g., "See back panel for nutritioninformation").
Because the NutritionFacts informationis specific, standardized,and designed to be useful in dietarydecisions, the
information in the panel should be perceived as far more
diagnosticthanany manufacturer'sclaim and most memorybased information.Also, there has been a targetedpromotional campaignfor the NutritionFacts label to increaseconsumer awarenessand knowledge regardingthe label and its
informativemission (Burros 1994). Thus, consumersshould
view any promotionalclaim made on the package by the
manufactureras relatively nondiagnosticcompared to the
NutritionFactslabel. Given the diagnosticityof the information in the label, consumersseem unlikelyto makeevaluative
judgments solely on the basis of claims made on the frontof
the package and may questionthe credibilityof manufacturers makingclaims not consistentwith the label information.
Such suspicion regarding claims is consistent with
"schemer schemas" (i.e., consumers' general theories
regarding the persuasive intentions of marketers)and the
persuasion knowledge model (Friestad and Wright 1994;
Wright 1986). These concepts suggest that consumers
become awareof marketers'attemptsto persuade(e.g., specific promotionaltactics) and subsequentlydevelop a base
of knowledge about persuasiontactics used by marketers.
This knowledge leads to coping behaviors that are used
when persuasionattemptsoccur (Friestadand Wright 1994,
p. 3). These coping mechanisms affect consumers' beliefs
and attitudes associated with the persuasion attempt. For
example, consumers may view a package claim (e.g., "low
in fat")as a persuasivetactic to help sell the product.If other
informationfrom memory or on the label appearsinconsistent with such a claim, the consumermay question the manufacturer'scredibility,and productjudgments should not be
influenced positively by such claims. Consistent with the
persuasion knowledge model, recent FDA focus group
interviews indicate that consumers are highly skeptical of
health and nutritionclaims on packages because they view
claims as attemptsby the manufacturerto sell more of their
product(Levy 1995). Adding to this suspicion was the fact
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that most focus group members were unaware of government regulationsthat specify when claims can be made. In
contrast,many group membersseemed confident about the
informationin the NutritionFacts panel and said they would
use it to verify frontpackageclaims (Levy 1995). Such findings appearsimilar to a two-step model of advertisingthat
proposesthatadvertisingclaims lead to tentativehypotheses
thatare subsequentlytested when morecredible information
(such as the Nutrition Facts panel) becomes available
(Deighton 1984).
Ford and colleagues (1996) recently examined whether
consumers' evaluationsof productnutritionare affected by
a healthclaim (e.g., "Itdoes your heartgood") when specific
nutritionlabel informationis present.In a 2 x 2 x 2 experiment, they examinedhealth claims on the front of the package (presentor absent), nutritionvalue (favorable or unfavorable), and nutritionlabel ambiguity (one unambiguous
and one ambiguousformat).They found thatoverall product
nutritionbeliefs are not affected by the healthclaim and that
the health claim does not interactwith the back panel nutrition label. Specific study objectives caused claims and formats that Ford and colleagues (1996) used to differ somewhat from those specified in regulationsstemming from the
NLEA (Food and Drug Administration1993). Nevertheless,
their results suggest that consumers will not draw incorrect
conclusions about overall nutritionand productevaluations
from claims when specific nutrientinformation is readily
available in NutritionFacts labels. Given consumer suspicion of claims based on the persuasionknowledge model,
plus previousFDA research(Levy 1995) and the presenceof
accessible diagnostic information in the Nutrition Facts
label, nutritionclaims should have little effect on consumer
evaluation of nutrition.However, given some suspicion and
consumer perceptionof these claims as a form of manufacturerpromotion,claims not consistent with the label informationshouldaffect perceptionsof manufacturercredibility.
HI:Nutritionclaimsthatarenotconsistentwithnutritionvalue
information(suppliedin a NutritionFactspanel)have a
strongernegativeeffecton consumerevaluationsof manufacturercredibilitythanclaimsthatareconsistent,or when
no claimis used.
Justificationfor H, suggests that the diagnostic information in the NutritionFactslabel shouldhave a strongeffect on
consumerproductevaluationsrelativeto the claims. Besides
this maineffect of nutritionvalue, thereis interestin the role
of certainnutrientsin affectingproductevaluations.Because
of the NLEA goal to assist consumersin maintaininghealthy
dietary choices, FDA regulations explicitly recognize the
association of several targetednutrientswith long-termdisease risk. For example, sodium and cholesterol have been
linked to hypertensionand heartdisease, respectively,and fat
has been linkedto some types of cancerand heartdisease.
Some recent survey findings suggest that consumers pay
less attentionto sodium and cholesterol levels and choose to
concentrate on total fat grams or calories from fat (Food
MarketingInstitute1992, 1996; Ono 1995). Sixty percentof
consumers report fat content as their greatest nutritional
concern, comparedto only 25% who express concern over
cholesterol and sodium (Food Marketing Institute 1996).
Similarly, 56% of consumers report that the most useful

informationon the new labels is aboutfat, comparedto 25%
and 15% who mention salt and cholesterol, respectively
(Food MarketingInstitute 1996). Consumer reports of the
nutrient information from Nutrition Facts labels that is
responsible for stopping them from buying food products
are more dramatic.Specifically, 72% say they stoppedbuying a productbecause of fat content comparedto only 27%
and 11% for sodium and cholesterol, respectively (Food
MarketingInstituteand PreventionMagazine 1995).
These survey results suggest that many people rely on
NutritionFacts informationto avoid foods high in fat but set
aside concerns about sodium and cholesterol levels.
Because the NLEA regulationsexplicitly acknowledge that
available scientific evidence links sodium and cholesterol to
an increasedrisk of heart disease and/or conditions related
to heartdisease (Food and Drug Administration1993; Liebman 1995), recognition of sodium and cholesterol levels is
a concern for consumer welfare. For the nutrition value
effect postulatedin H2, it is anticipatedthat there will be little difference in evaluations for nutrition conditions that
vary in levels of sodium and cholesterol but are equivalent
in levels of fat and other nutrients.2
H2:Higherlevels of nutritionvalue(suggestedin a Nutrition
Facts panel in the contextof total packageinformation)
resultin a morefavorableattitudetowardtheproduct,purchaseintentions,andproductnutritionattitude.

The Role of Motivation to Process Nutrition
Information
The informationaccessibility/diagnosticityframeworkused
previously as a basis for predictionspresumes that all consumersobtain and process nutritioninformationin a similar
manner.However, individualdifferences, such as the enduring motivationto process nutritioninformation,may affect
consumers' perception,processing, and evaluationof informationon specific claims and nutrientdata offered on product packages (Petty and Cacioppo 1986). This motivation
construct, defined as a disposition to attend to nutrition
information that reflects goal-directed arousal (Moorman
1996), may affect perceptionsof accessibility and diagnosticity (i.e., usefulness) of specific types of information in
product evaluations. For example, consumers with lower
enduringmotivationto process may place greateremphasis
on the most easily accessible information,such as a promotional claim made on the frontof the package.They may not
2More specifically, this experiment examines "poor," "medium,"and
"good"levels of productnutritionvalue by manipulatinglevels of specific
nutrientsin the NutritionFacts panel. There are relatively large differences
between sodium and cholesterol levels between the "medium"and "good"
conditions, but all other nutrition information in the -labels remains the
same for these two treatmentlevels. For the "poor"and "medium"conditions, thereare largedifferences in levels of fat, saturatedfat, calories from
fat, and other nutrients,but sodium and cholesterol levels remainthe same.
Because of the recentliteraturepertainingto the lesser importancethatconsumers place on sodium and cholesterol information,it is anticipatedthat
the contrastbetween the "medium"and "good"treatmentswill show little
difference in means. However, it is expected that the differences in nutrients (includingfat and calories from fat) between the "poor"and "medium"
conditions will result in large, significantdifferences in nutritionand product evaluations.Otherdifferences in nutrients(e.g., protein,fiber) between
the "poor"and "medium"conditions make a strong test problematicfor
these two conditions, and thereforeno specific hypothesis is offered.
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perceive the detailed information in the Nutrition Facts
panel as necessary for the judgment task at hand. This suggests thatthe motivationconstructwill moderatethe relative
effects of nutritionvalue and nutritionclaims, and claims
may have a greatereffect for less motivatedconsumers.
Empirical research pertainingto enduring motivation to
process nutritioninformationshows mixed findings. Moorman (1990, p. 372) finds thatenduringmotivationis related
significantly to one measureof ability to process but not to
measuresof comprehensionaccuracyor subjectiveor objective decision quality.In a recentstudy,motivationto process
in the post-NLEAenvironmentwas shown to be relatedsignificantlyto informationacquisition,buttherewas littleeffect
on a measureof informationcomprehension(Moorman1996,
p. 39). Interactionsbetween motivationand time (pre-/postNLEA) were significantfor the informationacquisition(p <
.05) and informationcomprehension(p < .10) measures.
Supportfor a moderatingrole of enduringmotivationin the
context of the presentstudyalso is offeredby the elaboration
likelihoodmodel.Whena consumer'smotivationalintensityis
high, he or she will be morelikely to engage in moreeffortful
cognitive processing to evaluate information(Andrews and
Shimp 1990; Petty and Cacioppo 1979; Petty, Unnava,and
Strathman1991). More motivatedconsumersare willing to
spend more time processingand elaboratingon information
viewed as centralor most relevantto a judgmenttask(such as
the specific and detailed informationin the NutritionFacts
panel). Again, this suggests that enduring motivation to
processnutritioninformationmaymoderatetherelativeeffects
of nutritionvalue levels (indicatedby informationin Nutrition
Facts labels)and nutritionclaims on the frontof a package.
H3:Consumers'levels of motivationto processmoderatethe
effect of nutritionvalueon nutritionand productevaluations.Forconsumerswithhigherlevelsof motivation,
nutrition and productevaluationsare (1) morefavorablefor a
productthatis higherin nutritionvalueand(2) less favorable for a productthatis lowerin nutritionvaluethanfor
consumerswithlowerlevelsof motivation.
H4:Consumers'levels of motivationto processmoderatethe
effectsof nutritionclaimson nutritionandproductevaluations.Compared
to packageson whichno claimsaremade,
packageswith nutritionclaims resultin more favorable
nutritionandproductevaluationsforconsumerswithlower
motivationthanforthosewithhighermotivation.

Method
Pretest
To examinethe hypotheses,we conducteda 4 (nutritioncontent claims such as "99%fat free"and "low in calories")x 3
(productnutritionvalue) x 2 (consumermotivationto process
nutritioninformation)between-subjectsexperiment.To determine the specific nutritionvalue levels to be used in the main
study,a pretestwas performedfirst.To enhancecomparability
with previousnutritionresearch(Burton,Biswas, and Netemeyer 1994;Fordet al. 1996),a frozendinnerwith a chickenbased entree was employed in our pretestand main study.
Pretestsubjectswerepresentedwithone of two NutritionFacts
panels that varied in the nutrientlevels provided.Subjects
were presentedwitheithera "good"or a "poor"nutritionvalue
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condition (see Appendix A), both of which were based on
frozenchickendinnersactuallyon the market.Subjectsrated
the two labels on two seven-pointscales assessing perceived
productnutritiousness(e.g., "Do you consider the nutrition
level offeredby the productto be...?"withendpointsof "poor"
and"good").The overallsummedmeanfor the "good"condition (M = 10.15)was significantlygreaterthanthe "poor"condition(M = 5.61; t = 5.93, df = 52, p < .001), andthese evaluationsfell on the desiredsides of the summedscale midpoint.

Sample and Procedure
Respondentsin the main study were membersof a statewide
householdresearchpanel. Approximately800 memberswere
randomlymailed one version of a mock packagedesign and
a surveythatwas invariantacrossthe packageconditions.The
data were collected in August and September1995, approximately one year afterthe NLEA-basedregulationswent into
effect. The responseratewas approximately58%.All respondents were the primaryshoppersfor theirhouseholds;73.5%
were females, 26.5%males,and the medianage was 46 years.
As was noted previously, the product stimulus was a
frozen meal-basedchicken dinner.Survey instructionsindicated thatthe researchpertainedto "food productpackages"
and that the mock packagecontained informationsimilar to
that found on actual frozen dinnerpackages. Subjects were
instructedto examine the informationon the mock package
and then answer questions in the survey. Items on the front
of the packageincludeda pictureand briefdescriptionof the
product(i.e., chicken tenderloinswith pasta and vegetables
in a delicious sauce), the nutritionclaim and relatedinstructions to "See back panel for nutrition information,"net
weight, price, a "microwaveable"label, and instructionsto
"Keepfrozen."The backof the mock packageshowed product ingredients,the NutritionFacts panel, preparationdirections for both microwaveand conventionalovens, and scanner code. Nutrition content claims were among those
approved by NLEA regulations, and the Nutrition Facts
panel followed the uniformNLEA format.

Independent Variables
Nutrition claim types included four conditions: "99% fat
free," "low in fat," "low in calories,"and a controlgroup in
which no claim was used. Each of these claims currentlyis
permitted,emphasizes nutritionconcerns importantto consumers, and is used frequentlyon packagesby food product
manufacturers(e.g., Food and Drug Administration1993;
Ippolito and Mathios 1993). Nutrition value conditions
("poor,""medium,"and "good")were manipulatedby altering the nutrientlevels in the NutritionFactspanel(see Appendix A). As was noted previously,the "poor"and "good"values were takendirectlyfromchicken-basedfrozendinnerson
the market,and differencesin theirperceivednutritionvalue
were supportedby the pretest.The "good" nutritionvalue
includedrelativelylow levels of total fat grams(2 grams,3%
of the recommendedDV), saturatedfat grams(.5 grams,3%
DV), cholesterol(20 milligrams,7% DV), and sodium (410
milligrams, 17% DV). The "poor"nutritionvalue included
higherlevels of totalfat (21 grams,32%DV), saturatedfat (10
grams,50% DV), cholesterol(102 milligrams,34% DV), and
sodium (830 milligrams,35% DV). (Because nutrientlevels
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were fromactualproducts,othernutrientlevels also variedto
a lesser degree between these two nutritionconditions.)For
the "poor"nutritionvalue condition, none of the nutrition
claims was consistentwiththe nutritioninformationpresented
in the NutritionFactspanel.However,each of the claims was
consistentwiththe nutritioninformationin the "medium"and
"good"nutritionvalue conditionsshown in AppendixA.
Nutrient levels for the "medium"nutrition value level
were identicalto the "good" nutritionvalue condition with
the exception of the cholesterol and sodium levels. In the
"medium"condition,the sodium (830 milligrams,35% DV)
and cholesterol(102 milligrams,34% DV) levels were set at
the level of the "poor"nutritionvalue condition.Differences
betweenthe "medium"and "good"conditionsthuspermitted
an assessmentof whetherthese higher levels of sodium and
cholesterolwere incorporated(or ignored)in overall evaluations, given identicalandfavorablelevels of fat, saturatedfat,
calories, and othernutrientsin both of these conditions.3
Motivationto processnutritioninformationwas a measured
rather than manipulatedvariable. Three seven-point scale
itemswereusedto assess motivationto processnutritioninformation (e.g., "In general,how interestedare you in reading
nutritionand health-relatedinformationat the grocerystore?"
with endpointsof "not interested"and "very interested")and
were drawnfrom the work of Moorman(1990). Coefficient
alphafor thethree-itemmeasurewas .94. A mediansplitof the
sum of the three items was performed,and the measurewas
recodedto reflecta low or high level of enduringmotivation.

Measures of Dependent Variables
The dependent variables included multi-item measures of
overall attitude toward the nutritiousness of the product
(nutrition attitude), credibility of the product marketer
(credibility), overall attitude toward the product (product
attitude),and purchaseintentions (purchase).It was anticipated that nutrition attitudes and credibility would be
affected by the nutritionclaims and nutrition value more
directly than the broaderconstructsof productattitudeand
intention,which would be affected by the productdescription, price, preparationtime, productsize, and other factors.
To help prevent these more general productattitudesfrom
being biased unrealisticallyby nutritionevaluations,the survey used a funnelingapproachin which the productattitude
and intentionmeasureswere asked before the more specific
measures(nutritionattitude).
Seven-point scales were used for each item, and negatively worded items were recoded so that higher scores
always reflected higher construct values. For each multiitem measure,means were calculated (i.e., sum/numberof
items) and used in subsequentanalyses. Items used and estimates of reliability for these dependent measures are
reportedin Appendix B. In addition to the dependentmeasures used directly in tests of hypotheses, evaluations of
individual nutrients (e.g., fat, cholesterol, protein, fiber,
31nthe originaldesign, two levels of productprice were used on the basis
of a pretest. Initial analyses indicatedthat price had an effect on some of
the consumerevaluationmeasuresbut did not interactwith any of the other
independentvariables. On the recommendationof reviewers, analyses in
the text are reportedacross the two levels of price to focus moredirectly on
results relevantto the NLEA and public policy research.

calories) were collected using a nine-point scale with endpoints of "very unfavorable"and "very favorable."
Confirmatoryfactor analyses using LISREL 8 were performed to assess the discriminantvalidity of the four multiitem measuresused in tests of hypotheses.Three tests advocated in the literaturewere performed(Andersonand Gerbing
1988; Fornelland Larcker1981). In all cases the chi-square
value associatedwith the four factormodel was significantly
less thanthe chi-squareassociatedwith the three-factormodel
(in whichthe itemsfor two measureswere specifiedas loading
on a single construct).In the confirmatoryfour-factormodel,
none of the confidenceintervalsaroundthe maximumlikelihood estimate of the phi correlations(+/-2 standarderrors)
containeda value of 1. The average variance-extracted
estimates also were all greaterthanthe squareof the phi correlationbetweenany two constructs(FornellandLarcker1981).In
addition,the lambdasassociatedwith the items for each constructwere significant(p < .001), and variance-extracted
estimatesall exceeded the recommendedlevel of .50.

Results
A MANOVA with follow-up univariatetests for the four
dependentvariableswas used to examine proposedhypotheses. Means are shown in Table 1, and multivariateand univariateresults are shown in Table 2.

Effects Pertaining to Nutrition Claims on the
Package
HI involves the effects of packageclaims on consumerevaluations across levels of nutrition value. H, predicts that
nutritionclaims that are not consistent with nutritionvalue
informationhave a stronger(negative) effect on evaluations
of manufacturercredibilitythan claims thatare consistentor
when no claims are made.The significantmultivariateinteraction of claim and nutritionvalue (F = 2.3, p < .01) shown
in Table 2 is generally supportiveof HI, and follow-up univariate tests show that this finding is attributablesolely to
the univariateinteractionfor the dependentvariableof product manufacturercredibility(F = 5.9, p < .01).
A plot of relevant means is shown in Figure 1. In the
"poor"nutritionvalue condition, the claims about levels of
fat and calories ("low in fat," "99%fat free," "low in calories") are not consistent with the nutritioninformationand
are not in accord with NLEA claim specifications (i.e., the
NutritionFacts panel in this condition shows that the product is not low in fat). In this "poor"nutritionvalue condition,
contrastsbetween the control condition (M = 4.62) and the
pooled claim conditions for the credibility variable (M =
3.40) are significantly different (t = 4.0, p < .01) and thus
support H1. Subjects who received the frozen dinner that
was nutritionally"poor"ratedthe manufacturer'scredibility
as significantlylower (t = 6.5, p < .01) when the packagehad
the "99%fat free"claim thanwhen therewas no claim at all.
Similarly,credibilityfor the "99%fat free"claim was lower
than the "low in fat" and "low in calories"claim conditions
(t-values = 3.9 and 5.0, respectively, p < .01 for each).
Means for both the "low in fat"(M = 3.78) and "low in calories"(M = 4.14) claims are lower thanthe control condition,
but only the "low in fat"claim is significantlydifferentfrom
the control in the "poor"nutritionvalue condition (t values
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Table 2.

Multivariate and Univariate Results

UnivariateF Values

ManovaResults
Independent
Variables

Wilks'A

F Value

df

Nutrition
Attitude

Credibility

Overall
Product
Attitude

Purchase
Intention

MainEffects
NutritionValue(N)
Claim(C)
Motivation
(M)

.75
.92
.99

16.6a
3. la
.4

(2,428)
(3,428)
(1,428)

68.0a
2.4
.1

25.0a
7.0a
.2

35.la
.7
2.8

21.4a
.4
1.9

InteractionEffects
Mx N
Cx N
Cx M
Mx Nx C

.94
.88
.98
.94

3.4a
2.3a
.9
1.2

(1,428)
(6,428)
(3,428)
(6,428)

10.3a
.4
.7
1.4

2.3
5.9a
.6
1.1

9.3a
.8
.3
.9

4.3b
1.0
.2
.3

ap < .01.
bp < .025.

Figure 1.

Effects of Nutrition Claims on Perceived
Credibility Across Levels of Product Nutrition
Value

Credibility
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3

conditions, and the theoreticaljustification for H1 suggests
little effect of claims in these conditions. A MANOVA was
performedfor the nutritionand productevaluationvariables
across levels of the independent variables for these two
nutritionvalue levels. For these "medium"and "good"conditions, claims do not interact or have a significant main
effect in any multivariateor univariatetests.
H2 involves the effects of higher levels of nutritionvalue
on consumer evaluations in the context of total package
information(e.g., claims, productdescription,price, ingredients, net weight). The multivariateand univariateresults
shown in Table 2 suggest a strong effect of nutritionvalue
on the dependent variables;however, because of the interaction between motivation and nutrition value, H2 is discussed along with hypotheses addressed in the following
section.

Effects of Enduring Motivation to Process
Nutrition Information

2.5
2
"Poor"

"Medium"

"Good"

NutritionValue

99% FAT FREE

LOWIN FAT

LOW IN CAL

CONTROL

= 2.34, p < .025 and 1.38 [ns], respectively). Despite this
significant difference for the "low in fat" claim, its much
higher score relative to that of the "99% fat free" claim
raises an interestingpolicy issue discussed subsequently.
The three nutrition claims are consistent with NLEA
specifications for both the "medium"and "good" nutrition

H3 and H4 predict that consumers' motivation to process
moderatesthe effects of nutritionvalue (H3) and claims (H4)
on consumerevaluations.Consistentwith H3, there is a significant multivariate interaction between motivation and
nutritionvalue (Wilks' A = .94; F = 3.4, p < .01), and this
interactionextends to all follow-up univariatetests (p < .025
for all dependent variables except credibility [p < .10]).
Plots of means for these interactionsshow that motivation
moderatesthe effect of nutritionvalue consistently for each
of the four dependent variables.4The patternof results is
shown in Figures2 and 3 for threeof the variables:nutrition
attitude, overall attitude toward the product, and purchase

4As suggested by a reviewer, we also performedhierarchicalregression
analyses in which nutrition value (low/high) and nutrition claim
(present/absent)were dummy coded (0,1) and then entered on an initial
step along with the quantitativemeasureof motivation.Results suggested
that the interactionof motivationand nutritionvalue was significant after
accounting for varianceexplained by main effects, and the motivationby
claim interactionwas not significant,consistent with results in Table 2.
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Figure2.

Effectsof Motivationand NutritionValueon
NutritionAttitude

Nutrition
Attitude

Figure3.
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Effectsof Motivationand NutritionValueon
ProductAttitudeand PurchaseIntentions

OverallProduct
Attitude

4.5

5.5

LOW
MOTIVATION

4.5

4.5
4

HIGH

HIGH
MOTIVATION

MOTIVATION

5
LOW

MOTIVATION

4

3.5
3.5

3
2.5

3

2
"Poor"

"Medium"

"Good"

2.5

Nutrition
Value
2
"Poor"

"Medium"

"Good"

Purchase
Intentions
NutritionValue

4.5

HIGH
MOTIVATION
LOW

4

intentions. As shown in Figure 2, and consistent with H3,
consumers with higher motivation have a more favorable
nutritionattitude(M = 4.82) than those with lower motivation (M = 4.31; t = 2.14, p < .025) in the "good" nutrition

condition. The patternis reversed for the "poor"nutrition
value condition. In this condition, the nutritionattitudeof
consumers with higher motivation (M = 2.28) is significantly lower (t = 3.89, p < .01) thanthat of consumerswith
lower motivation(M = 3.14).5
This supportivepatternof results extends beyond nutrition attitudeto the more general constructsof productattitude and purchaseintentions(shown in Figure 3), which are
affected by a broaderarrayof variables(e.g., price, promotion). For these dependentvariables,in the "poor"nutrition
value condition, there are significant differences in both
productattitude(t = 4.06, p < .01) and purchaseintentions(t
= 3.35, p < .01) between the higherand lower levels of motivation. These higher evaluations of product attitudes and
purchase intentions for the poor nutritionproductfor consumers lower in motivationhave implicationsfor consumer
welfare that are addressedin the discussion section.
Although the means in the "good" value condition are
slightly higher for consumersin the high motivationgroup,
the differences in means are not statisticallysignificant for
either the productattitudeor purchaseintentionsdependent
variables(t values = 1.17 and 0.41, respectively,p > .10 for
both).This overallpatternof resultsindicatesthatdifferences
in motivationlevels lead to largerdifferences in consumers'
5Support for H3 also is demonstratedby the difference in attitudes
between the "good"and "poor"nutritionvalue conditions across levels of
motivation. Whereas the difference is significant for the low motivation
group (M = 1.17 [i.e., 4.31 - 3.141;t = 5.00, p < .01), the difference in attitude is much greaterfor the high motivationsegment of consumers (M =
2.54 [i.e., 4.82 - 2.28]; t = 10.4, p < .01), and the 2 x 2 interactioninvolving the "good" and "poor"levels and motivation is significant (F = 17.6
[1295], p <.01)

MOTIVATION
3.5
3
2.5
2

"Poor"

"Medium"

"Good"

Nutrition
Value

productand purchaseattitudesfor productslower in nutrition
value than for those with more favorablelevels of nutrition.
Takenin sum, these findings supportH3predictionsof motivation as a moderatorof the effect of nutritionvalue on consumers' evaluations. Strong supportis offered for products
"poor"in nutritionvalue, and mixed supportfor the "good"
value condition across the relevantdependentvariables.
Because of the interactionbetween nutritionvalue and
motivation,a direct test of the effects of nutritionvalue proposed in H2 is not possible, but plots in Figures2 and 3 suggest an interpretablepatternof means. Althoughthe slope of
the plot of means differs across levels of motivation, as
nutritionvalue improves,consumers'evaluationsare higher
for both motivation levels. For the high motivation group,
univariatetests of the effect of nutritionvalue are significant
for the dependentvariablesof nutritionattitude(F = 63.5, p
< .01), product attitude (F = 36.1, p < .01), and purchase
intentions(F = 21.8, p < .01). For the low motivationgroup,
F values are 14.0 (p < .01), 4.4 (p < .05), and 4.2 (p < .05),
for nutritionattitude,product attitude,and purchase intentions, respectively. Thus, for consumers both lower and
higher in motivationlevel, findings offer supportfor H2.
We expected that consumers would perceive little difference between the "medium"and "good" nutrition condi-
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tions, which differed in their levels of cholesterol and
sodium but were identicalin termsof fat and all other nutrient levels. Plots of the means for the "medium"and "good"
nutritionvalue levels shown in Figures2 and 3 are relevant
to this question. For the higher motivationgroup, nutrition
attitude is slightly higher for the "good" condition (M =
4.82) than for the "medium"condition (M = 4.42; t = 1.69,
p < .05). For those lower in motivation, the difference
between the "good"condition(M = 4.31) and the "medium"
condition (M = 4.09) is not significant (t = 0.92, p > .10).
This general patternof results is similar for overall product
attitudeand purchaseintentions,but for both the higher and
lower motivation groups the difference between the
"medium"and "good" conditions is nonsignificant.These
findings suggest that the nutritionand product-relatedattitudes of all consumers are not influenced greatly by informationon cholesterol and sodium. Also, the higher motivation group appearsmore sensitive to the differences in cholesterol and sodium in their nutritionattitude evaluations
than the less motivated consumers. For both high and low
motivationgroups, follow-up contrastsshow significantdifferences between the "medium"and "poor"nutritionvalue
levels across all dependentvariables.6
H4 postulatesthat there is an interactionbetween motivation and use of nutritionclaims. We proposedthat because
consumers who were lower in motivation would be less
likely to process the specific, detailed information in the
NutritionFacts panel, the noticeableand accessible claim on
the front of the package would have a stronger effect on
product evaluations for these less motivated consumers.
However, the predictedmultivariateinteractionand followup univariate interactions shown in Table 2 are all nonsignificant. These results are also nonsignificantwhen the
control condition is comparedto the pooled results for the
three favorable claims and for findings across all levels of
nutritionvalue. Thus, H4 is not supportedby these data.7,8
In additionto the multi-itemdependentvariablesaddressed
in prioranalyses, ratingsof specific nutrientsalso were collected because of their relevance to our researchquestions.
Ratings of calories, sodium, cholesterol, fat, and calories

from fat content were obtained using nine-pointscales with
endpoints of "very unfavorable"and "very favorable,"and,
as in previous analyses, these ratings were used as dependent variables in a MANOVA. Effects for these nutrients
were similarto those for the multi-itemattitudinalvariables.
All multivariateinteractionswere nonsignificantexcept for
the motivation to process by nutrition value interaction
(Wilks' A = .93; F = 2.8, p < .025). Univariateanalyses for
this interactionwere significant for the amount of fat and
calories from fat (F = 11.9 and 10.0, respectively,p < .01)
and calories (F = 4.0, p < .05). Plots show disordinalinteractions similarto those in Figures 2 and 3. The multivariate
main and interactioneffects for nutritionclaim were nonsignificant,and there was no evidence thatthe frontpackage
claims about fat had a positive effect on evaluation of fat
levels comparedto the control condition. (Tables and plots
of means for these specific nutrientresults are available on
requestfrom the first author.)
These ratingsdatafor cholesteroland sodium also are relevant to questionsof whetherdifferencesshown in the Nutrition Factspanelarerecognizedfor these nutritionalelements.
As shown in AppendixA, in the "poor"and "medium"nutrition value conditions, cholesterol and sodium levels were
equal(whereasothernutrientsdiffered)but less favorablethan
in the "good"condition.All interactionsinvolving nutrition
value arenonsignificantfor subjects'ratingsof cholesteroland
sodium.As wouldbe expected,the multivariatemaineffect of
nutritionvalue is strongand significant(Wilks' A = .55; F =
28.7), and univariatefollow-ups for cholesterol and sodium
are bothsignificant(F = 43.0 and 10.0, respectively,p < .01).
For cholesterol,follow-up contrastsshow that differences
are significant between both the "poor" (M = 2.67) and
"medium"(M = 3.45) nutritionvalue conditions (t = 3.4, p
< .01) and the "medium"and "good"(M = 4.62) conditions
(t = 5.0, p < .01). For sodium, differences between the
"poor"(M = 2.67) and "medium"(M = 3.09) conditions are
marginallysignificant (t = 1.8, p < .10), and there are significant differences between the "medium"and "good" (M
= 3.74) conditions(t = 2.8, p < .01). Findingsfor the "poor"
and "medium"conditions suggest that evaluations of cholesterol and sodium are not made necessarily in isolation
and may be affected partiallyby evaluations of other nutri-

6Although differences between the "medium"and "good" conditions
were of primaryconcern, therewas also some interestin assessing the role
of fat in differences betweenthe "poor"and "medium"conditions. Because
the nutritioninformationwas based on actualfrozen dinnerproductson the
market, there are differences between nutritionconditions for nutrients
other than fat, cholesterol, and sodium. In the "poor"and "medium"levels
there are differences in calories, protein, vitamins/minerals,and fiber in
additionto differences in fat-relatednutrients.To control for these differences of other nutrients,analyses were performedin which subjects' ratings
of nutrientsother than fat were includedas covariates.Differences between
the "poor" and "medium" levels remained significant for all variables.
When these same covariates were included, there were no significant differences between the "medium"and "good" conditions for any of the
dependentvariables.
7Given this patternof results for motivationin H3 and H4, we examined
differences across motivationfor two items includedat the end of the survey that were collected to help clarify the importanceof front versus back
panel informationon productevaluations.In determiningtheirevaluations,
these two respective seven-point items asked the subjectshow much attention they paid to informationon (I) the frontpanelof the mock packageand
(2) the NutritionFacts panel on the back of the package. For those high in
motivation,the NutritionFacts mean (M = 6.2) was greaterthan the mean

for the front panel information(M = 4.2; t = 12.1, p < .01). However, the
NutritionFacts panel mean (4.6) also was higherthan the front panel mean
(3.9) for those low in motivation(t = 4.0, p < .01). In addition, there were
marked differences between the means for the Nutrition Facts panel for
those high (M = 6.2) and low in motivation(M = 4.6; t = 10.1, p < .01), and
the difference across motivation levels for the front of the package information was nonsignificant(t = 1.6, p > .10). This patternof means appears
highly consistent with our resultsthatshow significant motivationby nutrition value interactionsbut no interactionbetween motivationand claims on
the frontof the package.
8A reviewer noted that all hypotheses could be couched in terms of the
consistency/inconsistencyof the claims and the nutritionvalue information
and predictionstested after eliminating the control for the nutritionclaim
factor and the mediumlevel of nutritionvalue. Results based on this modified design showed a significant consistency by motivation multivariate
interaction and significant univariateresults for all dependent variables.
There was also a multivariateclaim by consistency interactiondue only to
credibility.The multivariatemaineffects of claims and nutritionvalue were
significant. For the claim, credibility was the only significant dependent
variable in the follow-up univariatetests. Thus, these results were similar
to those of the full design, but F-values for this reduceddesign (no control
or medium nutritionlevel) were strongerthan those shown in Table 2.

ResultsPertainingto SpecificNutrients
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One objective of the NLEA was to reduceconsumerconfusion regardingnutritioninformationon packages by creating a standardized nutrition label and specifying which
package claims could be used under what specific conditions (Pappalardo1996; Petruccelli 1996; Silverglade 1996).
Our experimentaddressedconsumerproductevaluationsin
this post-NLEA package environment. Drawing from an
accessibility/diagnosticity framework and the persuasion
knowledge model, hypotheseswere offered for the effects of
nutritionclaims, given the availability of specific nutrition
information in the Nutrition Facts panel. In general, our
results pertainingto nutritionclaims indicate that when a
Nutrition Facts panel is readily available, claims do not
influence consumers' product-relatedjudgments positively.
Claims not consistentwith informationin the nutritionlabel
resultedin lower evaluationsof manufacturercredibility,yet
they did not lead to more favorable nutritionand product
evaluations comparedwith a control condition in which no
claim was made (HI supported).Similarly,when the claims
were consistent with the NutritionFacts labels, they did not
have a significanteffect on either specific evaluationsof fat
content or general nutritionand product evaluations compared to the no-claim control. Also, the claim effects were
not influencedby consumers' level of motivationto acquire
and process nutritioninformation(H4 not supported).Thus,
study results suggest that in evaluating the product, consumers rely on the NutritionFacts panel to a greaterextent
than they do on nutritionclaims on the frontof the package.
Our results generally are consistent with the finding of
Ford and colleagues (1996) thatclaims do not affect overall
product nutritionbeliefs, even though their study used different claims, labels, dependent variables, experimental
design, package stimuli, and subject pool (i.e., undergraduate and graduatebusiness students). Taken in conjunction,
findings from our study and theirs suggest that consumers
do not rely primarilyon nutritionclaims in making overall
nutritionand productevaluationswhen othernutritioninformation is readily available. If such results are shown to
extend to more realistic in-store purchasesettings, this suggests that a less restrictiveapproachto front package nutrient claims may be preferableif the claim can be verified by
informationin the NutritionFacts panel and is presentedin
a truthfuland nonmisleadingmanner.9

However, conclusions regardingthe (lack of) influence
for claims certainly may not hold for all consumers or all
claims that are allowed. Some consumers may lack sufficient desire or ability to process detailed nutritioninformation and may be influenced significantly by claims on the
frontof the package.Forexample, thoughthe claims did not
have a significant positive effect on nutritionand product
evaluationsfor the overall sample, a few subjects (approximately 10%)who received a "low in fat"claim but Nutrition
Facts informationthat indicated that the product was not
low in fat appearedto be misled by the claims. Moreover,in
one previous in-store shopping experiment,consumersvirtually ignored the nutrition panel for cereals unless they
were instructedto examine the nutritioninformation(Cole
and Balasubramanian1992).
In our study,when claims and NutritionFacts information
were not consistent, the "99% fat free" claim resulted in
lower perceptions of credibility than the other nutrition
claims. These findings for credibility suggest that some
claims (i.e., "low in calories"or "low in fat") may be more
vague and difficult to assess for accuracyfrom the perspective of the consumer(cf. Ford,Smith, and Swasy 1990; Nelson 1974). Although the NLEA regulations have specific
nutrientlevels requiredfor use of such claims, consumers
generally are not aware of these levels or even that regulations for such claims exist (Levy 1995). For nonquantitative
claims thatarevague (e.g., "low in calories"or "low in fat"),
it may become more difficult for consumers to recognize
inconsistencies between the claim and the NutritionFacts
data. However, quantitativeclaims (e.g., "5 grams of fat,"
"X% fat free") can be assessed for accuracy more directly
from the Nutrition Facts information.Thus, though consumers in FDA focus groups have indicatedthat the Nutrition Facts panel is a good way to corroborateclaims on the
front of packages, these results suggest that some claims
will be more difficult to verify thanothers.
In summary,results from this study indicate that when
evaluating a food product,consumers tend to rely more on
informationin the Nutrition Facts panel than on nutrition
claims. Thus, in general, consumers seem capable of using
informationfrom the NutritionFacts label for nutritionand
productevaluationsin the context of a packageenvironment
that includes nutritionclaims and other information.This
bolsters the FDA's contention that most shopperscould be
taughtto understandthe label and (potentially)make use of
it in their dietary choices (Burros 1994). Thus, we view
these findings as generally supportiveof the NutritionFacts
label as it relates to the goal of the NLEA (1990) to "assist
consumersin maintaininghealthydietarypractices."
These findings for claims and Nutrition Facts labels are
consistent with those of recent FDA focus groups in which
consumers reportthat they do not rely solely on claims on
the front of packages for nutritionand productevaluations

9Such an approachto encourage the provision of salient and truthful
informationis advocatedby the FTC in the regulationof nutrientand health
claims in advertising(FederalTrade Commission 1994). In the regulation
of nutrientclaims on packages, the FDA (1993, pp. 2319-20) has permitted only a limited numberof terms (e.g., "low in fat") because it wants to
promote consumer understandingof such terms. In contrast, the FTC
(1994, p. 12) will examine the overall impressionof a wider set of nutrient

claims, includingsynonyms (e.g., "packedwith," "lots of'), to determineif
consumers are likely to be misled and whether the claims are consistent
with FDA definitions. Similarly, whereas the FDA requirestriggereddisclosures of related nutrientsthat exceed specified levels when fiber, saturated fat, and cholesterol claims are made, the FTC (1994, p. 15) may
requiredisclosuresfor nutrientclaims when the failureto disclose the presence of other risk-increasingnutrientsis likely to be deceptive.

ents and/oroverall productnutritionperceptions.Significant
results between "medium"and "good" conditions, considered in conjunctionwith priorfindings, indicate that differences in cholesterol and sodium are recognized but are not
factored strongly into overall nutritionevaluations.

Discussion
Implications Regarding Nutrition Claims and
Nutrition Facts Labels
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because they view these claims as a form of promotionused
by the manufacturerto help sell the product (Levy 1995).
Informationfrom the Nutrition Facts panel, however, is
viewed as more dredible, and many consumers state that
they use it to check the accuracyof claims on the frontof the
package (cf. Deighton 1984). Thus, results from our study
and these FDA focus groups are consistent with predictions
based on the persuasionknowledge model and the accessibility/diagnosticityframework.
We believe that these results pertainingto claims raise an
intriguingissue. Specific nutrientclaims are now restricted
by FDA regulations, but FDA focus groups suggest that
many consumersare suspicious of claims because they see
them as promotiondesigned to influence purchasebehavior.
Our findings that show that product attitudes are not
affected greatlyby claims seem consistent with such reports
of suspicion. Taken in sum, these conditions seem to result
in a poor environmentfrom a communicationperspective;
that is, restrictionson substantiatedclaims may reduce the
potentialflow of informationto consumers, and when such
permittedclaims are used, consumers appear to question
whether the informationin the claim should be relied on.
Thus, one alternativeis to increasethe flow of nonmisleading informationto consumers.10Also, given the regulation
of claims, it seems that consumers could benefit from
awarenessthat there are specific governmentrestrictionson
the use of claims on packages. Consumers would have
greaterconfidence in relying on the claims for evaluations
yet still have the NutritionFacts informationavailable for
verifying any claims that seem dubious to them. Based on
previous argumentsthatclaims do provide significantinformation value to consumers (Calfee and Pappalardo1991;
Ippolito and Mathios 1991), both consumers and manufacturers may benefit if the manufacturerinforms consumers
thatthe productmeets the governmentregulationsregarding
health and/or nutritionclaims that are used on the front of
packages.

Implications Regarding Nutritional Motivation of
Consumers
Results indicate that consumers higher in motivation have
significantly lower evaluations of "poor" nutrition value
products but higher nutritionevaluations of "good" value
products compared to consumers lower in motivation (H3
supported). Results are particularlystrong for the differences in consumer attitudes and purchase intentions
between motivationlevels when productnutritionalvalue is
"poor"(as shown by the comparisonsof means in Figure3).
We view these findings as having importantimplicationsfor
'OForexample, if these results generalize to in-store environments,one
reviewer suggested that the consumer informationenvironmentwould be
enriched by permittingnutritionand health claims for "better"food products (i.e., those not currentlypermittedto make an absolute nutrientclaim
and/orhealthclaims not meeting FDA disqualifyingcriteriabut superiorto
competitorson relevantnutritionaldimensions). As one example (that differs from the FDA's disqualifying level for cholesterol), the FTC Enforcement Policy Statementindicates that "'theCommission would not prohibit
a truthful advertising claim that explains in a nondeceptive manner the
health advantagesof substitutingmeat or poultry items that are relatively
low in fat and saturatedfat for higherfat alternatives"(FederalTradeCommission 1994, p. 86).

consumer welfare. Products in this poor condition were
higher in fat, saturatedfat, cholesterol, and sodium, nutrients for which higher levels of consumption have been
linked to higher risk for diseases such as cancer and coronary heart disease. The fact that the largest differences in
product attitudesand purchaseintentions occurred for this
poor productnutritioncondition suggests that low motivation has its greatest effect on perceptionsof productsmost
likely to lead to increasedrisk of diet-relateddiseases.
The significant difference in overall productattitudeand
purchaseintentionsfor the least nutritiousproductfor consumers who differ in motivation suggests its relevance to
public policy concerns.The NLEA has specific educational
objectives, such as its goals to "educateconsumersabout (1)
the availability of nutrition information in the label and
labeling of food, and (2) the importanceof that information
in maintaininghealthy dietary practices"(Nutrition Labeling and EducationAct 1990). Effortsto increaseconsumers'
motivation to acquireand process nutritioninformationare
associated closely with such goals, in our opinion. The
potential benefits of an increase in motivation are reflected
in our results that show large differences in evaluations for
products that are poor in nutrition value. If NLEA-based
health and productivity benefits are to approach the estimates that range up to $100 billion (Pappalardo1996; Silverglade 1996), efforts to increase both motivation to
process and nutrition knowledge must accompany the
changes in the package informationenvironment. Further
research might address whether there are practical alternatives for increasing the nutritionmotivation of the general
population.
It was predictedin H4 that claims would have a stronger
effect on productevaluationsfor consumerslower in motivation, because they would rely more on the prominentlydisplayed claims thanexpend the effort to process the Nutrition
Facts panel information.However, all motivation-by-claim
interactionswere nonsignificant.Consistentwith the recent
research of Levy (1995) and the persuasion knowledge
model, this may suggest that consumers,in general, may be
too skepticalof claims to rely solely on them in nutritionand
productevaluations,especially when informationviewed as
more credibleand diagnosticis highly accessible.

Importance of Specific Nutrients in Consumer
Evaluations
It has been suggested that many consumers focus almost
exclusively on fat content levels in productnutritionevaluations and disregard other elements in the label (e.g.,
sodium, cholesterol) that also have importanthealth implications (Food and Drug Administration1993; Food Marketing Institute/OpinionResearchCorp. 1992; Food Marketing
Institute 1996; Ono 1995). Because a primaryobjective of
the NLEA is to promotehealthierdietarypractices,the manner in which specific nutrients (linked to health consequences) in the NutritionFacts label affect consumer evaluations is relevantto assessmentof the label. Ourresults indicate that differences in cholesterol and sodium have little
effect on productevaluations,and differencesin levels of fat
and fat-related nutrients(e.g., calories from fat, saturated
fat) have large effects, particularly for consumers with
highermotivation.Results for specific nutrientsalso suggest
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that differences in sodium and cholesterol are recognized,
but overall productevaluationsdo not appearto be affected
by perceptions of sodium and cholesterol levels (i.e., little
difference in the "medium"and "good"value levels shown
in Figures 2 and 3). Althoughconsumers'concern aboutfat
levels is viewed as a positive development,because scientific evidence has shown that sodium and cholesterol are
linked to health conditions such as hypertensionand heart
disease (Food and Drug Administration 1993; Liebman
1995), these results suggest that importantinformationin
the NutritionFacts panel is not factoredinto consumerproduct evaluations (cf. Food MarketingInstitute1996).

constraints,and other importantsituationalfactors that may
affect consumers'use of claims and NutritionFacts information did not influence results. In our study, subjects were
encouragedto examinethe informationon the mock package,
and, as noted previously, findings may not extend to retail
store or product-useenvironments.Findings also may not
extendbeyondthe specific levels of the independentvariables
(i.e., nutritionvalue and nutritionclaims) and the specific
dependentvariablesused in this study.Becausea mail survey
was used, therewas limitedresearchercontroland no opportunity to observe subjects as they used the mock package.
Becausethe studysamplewas limitedto a single state,results
may not generalizebeyond the populationof this particular
state. Furtherresearchthatexamines consumers'perceptions
and package-relatedbehaviorsat the retailpoint-of-purchase
would be particularlyuseful in extendingthese findings.

Limitations and Future Research Concerns
Several limitations may restrictthe generalizabilityof our
findings. Data were collected in a nonstoreenvironment,so
thatvariablessuch as brandnames,promotionaldisplays,time

AppendixA.
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NutritionValueConditions

Nutrition

Facts

Facts

Nutrition

Nutrition

Facts

ServingSize: 1 Package (280g)
Servings Per Container:1

ServingSize: 1 Package (280g)
ServingsPer Container:1

ServingSize: 1 Package (280g)
ServingsPer Container:1

Amount Per Serving

Amount Per Serving

Amount Per Serving

Calories 170 CaloriesfromFat 15

Calories 360 CaloriesfromFat 190

Calories 170 CaloriesfromFat 15

% Daily Value*

Total Fat 2g

3%

% Daily Value*

SaturatedFat0.5

3%

Total Fat 219
SaturatedFat 10g

Cholesterol20mg

7%

Cholesterol102mg

34%

Sodium 830mg

35%

Sodium 410mg

17%

Total Carbohydrate26g
DietaryFiber6g

9%
24%

Sugars 6g
Protein 11g

50%

Total Fat 2g
SaturatedFat0.5g

Cholesterol102mg

34%

Sodium 830mg

35%

9%

TotalCarbohydrate26g
DietaryFiber2g

8%

*

Calcium6%

*

Vitamin
C 15%
Iron10%

* PercentDailyValues are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Yourdailyvalues may be higheror lower
dependingon yourcalorieneeds:
Calories:
TotalFat
Less than
SaturatedFat Less than
Cholesterol
Less than
Sodium
Less than
TotalCarbohydrate
Fiber
Dietary

Good

Vitamin
A 10%

*

Calcium 15%

*

Vitamin
C 2%
Iron10%

* PercentDailyValues are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Yourdailyvalues may be higheror lower
dependingon yourcalorieneeds:

2,000

2,500

65g
20g
300mg
2400mg
300g
25g

80g
25g
300mg
2400mg
375g
30g

TotalFat
Less than
SaturatedFat Less than
Cholesterol
Less than
Sodium
Less than
TotalCarbohydrate
DietaryFiber

Protein4

Caloriesper gram:
Fat 9
Carbohydrates4

Caloriesper gram:
Fat 9
Carbohydrates4

3%
3%

TotalCarbohydrate26g
DietaryFiber6g

9%
24%

Sugars6g
Protein 11g

Sugars 5g
Protein 18g

Vitamin
A 25%

% Daily Value*

32%

Calories:

Poor

A 25%
Vitamin

*

Calcium6%

*

Vitamin
C 15%
Iron10%

* PercentDailyValuesare based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Yourdailyvalues may be higheror lower
dependingon yourcalorieneeds:
Calories:

2,000

2,500

65g
20g
300mg
2400mg
300g
25g

80g
25g
300mg
2400mg
375g
30g

2,000

2,500

65g
20g
300mg
2400mg
300g
25g

80g
25g
300mg
2400mg
375g
30g

TotalFat
Less than
SaturatedFat Less than
Cholesterol
Less than
Sodium
Less than
TotalCarbohydrate
DietaryFiber

Protein4

Caloriesper gram:
Fat9
Carbohydrates4

Protein4

Medium

Note: For the "poor"nutritionvalue condition, none of the nutritionclaims on the front of the package was consistent with the informationpresentedin this
NutritionFacts panel. For the "medium"and "good"nutritionvalue conditions, each of the packageclaims was consistent with the nutritioninformation shown in the panels.
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Results suggest several other possibilities for further
research.For example, how consumersacquireand process
specific package-relatedinformation to arrive at overall
nutritionand productevaluationsis of interest.If many consumersfollow a disjunctivedecision strategyin which products areconsideredacceptableon thebasis of levels of fat and
fat-relatedinformationonly, whereas other importantnutrients are not factoredinto evaluations(Food MarketingInstitute 1996; Ono 1995), then there are implicationsfor consumer welfare and a need for consumereducation. Further
researchthatcould addressthis importantissue includesstudies employing (1) concurrentprotocolmethodologiesduring
the productevaluationtask, (2) computer-baseddesigns that
track which product package and nutritioninformation is
obtainedand used by the consumer,and (3) conjointdesigns
that address the importanceof various nutrientand other
productpackagefactorsin overall evaluations.
Given the results from this study, consideration of the
costs and benefits of current nutritionlabel public health
education and/or other promotionalmeasures designed to
influence consumerlevels of motivationto process nutrition
information appears warranted.If further research shows
that consumers do not make overly broad generalizations
from claims and informationon packages,then the package
seems to be one way to communicate information about
diet-disease relationshipssupportedby scientific evidence
and the potential health benefits of dietary practices that
may lead to increasesin motivation.Researchmight address
the relative effectiveness of differentapproachesof disseminating informationacross segments of the population,such
as the elderly (Cole and Balasubramanian1993; Cole and
Gaeth 1990) or those with low levels of education,because
such segments may show greaterbenefit thanthe population
at large (Ippolito and Mathios 1991). Also, researchmay be
needed to develop more comprehensivemeasuresof dimensions underlying enduring motivation to process nutrition
informationand objective nutritionknowledgethatcould be
used to track levels of these variables for representative
samples of the populationover time (e.g., Levy et al. 1993).
Whereasthis study focuses on nutrientcontentclaims and
nutritionlabels, furtherresearchcould replicateand extend
this work by addressingdirectly the effects of health claims
thatare permittedon packagesand the "jelly bean"rule (the
need for a productto include at least 10%of the DV of positive nutrientsto be defined as "healthy")(e.g., Calfee and
Pappalardo 1991; Ford et al. 1996; Ippolito and Mathios
1993; Pappalardo1996; Silverglade 1996). Also, when a
nutrientcontent claim is made and the food contains other
nutrientsat a level viewed as potentiallyincreasingthe risk
of diet-relateddisease, a triggereddisclosure pertainingto
the associatednutrientmust be made (e.g., for a food high in
fiber and high in fat, a high fiber claim requiresa disclosure
about fat). Findingsfor sodium and cholesterol in this study
suggest that furtherresearchaddresswhether"triggered"or
requireddisclosuresfor high levels of sodium or cholesterol
encourage consumers to incorporatesuch informationinto
product evaluations. Thus, research might address further
implications of consumers using fat-relatedinformationas
the primarycue in evaluations and the effect of triggered
disclosures for other nutrientsthat have importantimplications for diet-relateddisease risk.

Appendix B.

Dependent Measuresa,b

Manufacturercredibility(coefficientoa= .95):
Basedon theinformation
providedon the mockpackage,I believe
thisfoodproductis: (endpointsof
thefoodcompanymarketing
dependable/notdependable[RC]; untrustworthy/trustworthy;
credible/notcredible[RC];insincere/sincere;
honest/dishonest

[RC]).
Nutritionattitude(coefficienta = .93):
Basedon the information
shownon the mockpackage,whatis
contentof theproduct
youroverallattitudetowardthenutrition
(favorable/unfavorable
[RC])?
Do you considerthe nutritionlevel offeredby the productto be
poor/good?
Overall,how wouldyou ratethe level of nutritiousness
suggested
on the package(not nutritiousat all/very
by the information
nutritious)?
Overallattitudetowardthe product(coefficientc = .98):
shownon the frontandbackportionof
Basedon the information
the mockpackagedesign,whatis youroverallattitudetoward
the product(favorable/unfavorable;
good/bad;positive/negative

[allRC])?

Purchaseintention(coefficienta = .89):
How likelywouldyoube to purchasetheproduct,giventheinformationshown on the front and back of the package(very
likely/very unlikely [RC])?

Giventhe information
on the frontandbackof the package,how
probableis it thatyou wouldconsiderthepurchaseof theproduct(notprobable/very
probable)?
Wouldyou be morelikelyor less likelyto purchasethe product,
shownon the package(morelikely/less
given the information
likely [RC])?
aAll items were measuredusing seven-point scales.
bReversecoding = RC
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